IMPIANTI
RECYCLING PLANTS

FACTS AND FIGURES
GVF Impianti Srl was founded in 1964 by three
partners: Ing. Mattei, Fiorini Mario and Gozzi. Thanks
to the experience they gained in building and designing
machineries and plants in the USA, they firstly began
to serve the foundry sector.

Year after year the company has slowly improved the
production range, by supplying products in more and
more sectors of application and to different types of
customers.

INNOVATIVE AND EFFICIENT SYSTEMS:
Together to solve any problem
To be successful in today’s global industrial machineries’
market, companies need to provide Mission-Driven Machines
which are smarter, more functional and easier to maintain.
The market expects maximum durability, not only on a dayto-day basis, but also in the long term, in order to remain
productive for years.
That is why our company’s main objective has always been
satisfying customers’ needs, even if it requires high levels of
product’s customization.

In 2000 the business passed from one generation to
the next, and the Fiorini family aquired the complete
owner of the company.
With the ownership of the compay also the company
view changed, in order to become more and more
customer oriented.

Recentely the company has enlarged its target markets
abroad, by suppling goods and establishing business
relationships in many European countries.
For the coming years our main goal is to grow further,
with the support of our selected partners, and solve our
customers’ problems with high quality solutions .

GLASS SAND PLANT
of glass waste in order to produce glass
Valorisationsand
with controlled grain size”

“

Numbers:
Capacity			:
Inlet humidity		
:
		
		
:
Outlet humidity
:
:
Installed thermal power :
Products’ temperature In :
Products’ temperature Out:
Heat recycling system :
Potentiality			:

15 Ton/h
5% max
750 Kg/h
0,5% max
75 Kg/h
1500 kW
5-25°C
50-70°C
Present
500 kW

Features and advantages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Reduction of lead content
Organic parts removal
Controlled grain size of the final product
Totally dry process
Low energy consumption
Fully automated plant
Environmental protection

HOW to TRANSFORM
the GLASS WASTE
in a PRODUCT
READY for MELTING
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Reduction of lead content:

The inlet material is pre-treated and selected in order to remove the presence of
lead inside the final product

Organic parts removal:
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Thanks to a complex system of specifically-designed machines, the product is
dried and cleansed of its organic components “Total solution with product at core”
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Controlled grain size:

The final product is composed by glass sand which has a totally controlled and
stable grain size
“Innovative process”

Totally dry process:
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The first and unique totally dry process. This allows to avoid water usage and water
treatment-related problems, such as the need of plants for water purification.
The lack of humidity inside the final product allows the storage of the material
into silos and the direct loading on trucks.
“Efficient energy soluion”
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Low energy consumption:

“Automation is a key to performance”

A very complex system for energy recovery allows to greatly reduce the energy
consumptions in order to minimize operational costs

Fully automated plant:
The entire system is fully automated and requires only supervision activities. This
is the reason for the plant’s high efficiency and profitability
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Environmental protection:
We have designed the plant in order to combine low energy consumption and air
pollution control, reducing the enviromental impact to a minumum
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REDUCTION of LEAD CONTENT

G

VF Impianti glass sand plant allows the removal of
ferrous and non-ferrous material, along with other waste
parts, thanks to a series of sorting systems and machines.

Inlet glass cullet and other waste

T

he materials sorted and removed are ferrous
parts, alluminium, waste such as taps, plastics
etc.., lead and other types of waste. This allows to
move the product to the following processes with a lead
content reduced to its minimum.

Glass cullet in the middle of the recycling process

urthermore, thanks to the combination of different
technologies, the final glass cullets has a very small
grain size. The same is true for the residual lead, which arrives
in small quantity inside the material. This allows to avoid leadrelated problems during the glass melting.

F

T

he plant’s capacity is up to 15 ton/h.

Glass cullets in bulk
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ORGANIC PARTS REMOVAL

G

VF Impianti glass sand plant allows the removal of the organic parts present inside the glass cullets. These
parts cause a change in the glass colour when the glass is melted.

I

n order to avoid this problem, GVF Impianti has
studied and designed a special system which
combines different functions such as screening,
suction, crushing and drying in a complex sequence.
The system is composed of different processing
machines in order to reduce the organic content to
its minimum.

A

ll processes of organic parts removal are done
without using water or other liquids, for a completely
dry system.
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CONTROLLED GRAIN SIZE

T

he end glass cullet obtained has a fully controlled grain
size. The entire plant produces, as a final product a
glass sand with a micronized particle size.

he obtained grain size can be modified through the
setting of the entire plant. This allows to control the final
output.

T
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TOTALLY DRY PROCESS

T

he process is totally water free. This means that in
order to remove the organic part inside the glass
cullets, the plant is not equipped with water systems to clean
the surface of the cullets. The final dry and clean glass sand
is transported by means of our special conveying systems,
especilly studied for highly abrasive materials.

T

his characteristic of GVF Impianti glass sand plant,
avoids the costs related to water usage and to water
treatment or sewage disposal at the end of the process. No
additional costs for waste water treatment are needed.

F

or this reason this plant reduces the environmental
impact of glass recycling system, both by making
a used resource become a renewed one, glass, and by
protecting the environment, avoiding the usage of a valuable
and dwindling resource: water.
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LOW ENERGY CONSUMPTION

VF Impianti glass plant is also very efficient and
effective also in terms of energy consumption. A highly
innovative energy recycling system is installed inside the plant,
which allows to recycle the energy for the plant’s functioning.

G

I

n this way all operational costs related to energy usage are
greatly reduced and the entire plant becomes a sustainable
choice for the environment
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FULLY AUTOMATED PLANT

T

he plant is completely automatic. All processes are done
without requiring men for the selection activities or for
the functioning of the entire plant. Only supervision activities
are required. This feature allows the reduction of human
resources related costs, and increases the profitability and the
efficiency of the plant.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
T

he recycling process of products,
allows the protection of scarce
resources and raw materials. For this
reason the glass recycling is itself a process
that helps to protect the enviroment and
its resources. GVF Impianti combines the
usefulness gained from the recyclying, with
low energy consumption, no water usage
and air pollution control.

GVF Impianti Srl

BUSINESS SECTORS
Ideas , Projects and Solutions in order to provide our customer with the best possible product.

G
V
F

VF Impianti Srl designs and produces in-house standardized and customized products, in order to
satisfy each possible customers’ need.
arious sectors of application are covered by our company's production. The main corporate divisions
are: pneumatic conveying system, bulk material, mixing, foundry, recycling and filtration.
avoured by 52 years of experience and a strong knowledge in different sectors, we provide reliable
machineries, equipment and turn-key solutions.

IN-HOUSE ENGINEERING
Our company studies each production process of its cutomers, in order to provide them with the best solution,
not only in terms of productivity, but also in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. This allows our company to be
able to project the entire systems’ functioning and management logic.
The engineering department uses the most up-to-date design and 3D simulation systems. Engineers interact
with the mechanical production department, and follow all the production phases up to the assembling, the startup and the commissioning of the machine in customer’s premises.

52 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
GVF Impianti was born in 1964 and started producing machines and complete plant for the foundry sector.
Year after year it extended its production range and acquired a solid experience in the bulk material handling
sectors.
GVF Impianti service is all inclusive and is backed by over 52 years of specialist experience in bulk solids
handling system and engineering. This impressive background, toghether with the in-house production
and engineering, is your guarantee for total satisfaction, from the first consultation to the final installation,
commissioning and after-sales support.

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Our company is also able to provide a complete service of in-house industrial automation, for its machineries
and its complete turn-key plants, thanks to an internal software development department, which follows and
studies all projects in order to provide the best solutions. The software development department takes care
of the software project and the mechanical automation project. It also follws the creation and assembly of
control, power and monitoring panels. Moreover, in order to offer the best possible solution in terms of industrial
automation, our company has established some important partnerships with major global powerhouses such as
Siemens. This resulted in a fundamental quality guarantee and improvement.

IMPIANTI
Via Milano 6/a
42048 Rubiera -REwww.gvfimpianti.it
info@gvfimpianti.it

